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Bombardeios russos causam mortes e destruição 1 bets
Kharkiv, Ucrânia

Russian guided bombs shattered an apartment building in Ukraine's second-largest city  of
Kharkiv on Saturday, killing three people and injuring 52, including three children. As reported by
the regional governor Oleh  Syniehubov, four of those hurt are in serious condition. President
Volodymyr Zelenskiy condemned the attack and called for an end  to the "Russian terror" caused
by guided bombs.

Crescente ameaça de armas guiadas

In his nightly video address, Zelenskiy revealed  that Russian forces had used more than 2,400
guided bombs on Ukrainian targets in June alone, with about 700 aimed  at Kharkiv. Ukraine's
president urged for the prompt delivery of promised military aid packages to counter the threat of
these  weapons.

Vítimas 1 bets Donetsk e ataques 1 bets Enerhodar

The governor of eastern Ukraine's partly occupied Donetsk region reported that Russian  attacks
had killed five people and wounded seven the previous day. In addition, Ukrainian attack drones
struck Enerhodar, a town  near the Russian-occupied Zaporizhzhia nuclear power station, causing
disruptions to some "infrastructure facilities".

Russian missiles and drones damage energy facilities  in Ukraine

A new barrage of Russian missiles and drones damaged energy facilities in southeastern and
western Ukraine on Saturday,  wounding at least two energy workers and forcing record electricity
imports. Ukraine's air defences intercepted most of the missiles and  drones launched by Russia.

Russia destroys Ukrainian drones targeting Bryansk region



f anúncio do primeiro-ministro de uma eleição instantânea tinha sido um evento 1 bets drama
roteirizado, podemos acusar o diretor da  colocação sobre ele ligeiramente grosso. A chuva pode
ser justificada como falácia patética mas ter coisas só podem ficar melhor
Atirar  num alto-falante de um pequeno estava por cima.
Pelo menos a polícia conseguiu finalmente impedir que o canto fosse tocado mais  longe, não
deve ter sido pego de surpresa do país – incluindo ativistas e políticos conservadores.  
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Russia's air defence systems destroyed 12 Ukrainian drones that  targeted the Bryansk region,
according to the region's governor. There were no reported casualties or damage from the attack.

Farage  defends comments on west's role in Ukraine war

Nigel Farage, leader of Britain's anti-immigration Reform UK party, defended his claims  that the
west provoked the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Despite criticism from UK politicians, Farage
maintained that he is not  an "apologist or supporter of Putin".

Moldovans charged for painting anti-war message on Paris newspaper

French prosecutors charged two Moldovans  suspected of painting coffins and a slogan urging an
end to the Ukraine war on the facade of a prominent  Paris newspaper.
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